W SPIRITS.—Low
tain state of the mind
«
stion, wherein the mm2?*
^d upon the slightest grou?;
consequences itnaginfd
enters supposed tffis X Ahcil
to those particular rX^
technically called \Ons°^i

^whence cunies

Co*
«rid eructati0,’/:^v*.4
ms giddiness, dimness ofS?
and often an uller illaW|i M
ion upon tiny subject „f?
>ig ¡« anything tj,^ *

e. Also languidness ti • 1
¡table thoughtful, dlS|J„d“;*

»nd dejected, accon, )a„
ingetnent of the Merit».,*
■ ta feelings and peculi,;5
t haunt lhe imagination J1
e judgment, exhibit an ¡„fl"
1 lie wisest and best of irien
nsMaffliction
as ,ep,.j
the weakest
T
ENT._Tl
n^

are, to renwve indimin„ 1
it Ute body, and (o enli,e„ t|,( ‘
■nay be pro,noted by eserc3
regular meals, and
1 11« bowels (if costive) beinL
dated by die occasional 0’’
> tent.
We know nothing |,
I to obtain this end, than J), i
penent Pills-being mild
tetr operation. The bowdsfe
insed, Ins inestimable Can»
neb are tonic, anodyne audit
’) are an infallible remedy f
ispute have proved a great fa
nerous public.
physicians have recommend
f mercury but it should not te,
; as in many cases it will greatly«
ie symptoms.
J1
DIE FERENCE.—It cannot
d that whilst many nieditia
recommended to the public,
the negative merit of harmlessly
others which it would be greatii
leed, and suicidal prejudice iff
lied, in a common condemn^
a a medicine comes endorsed w
rent names that have adoruedii
the medical profession, and«
the seal and signature of long a:
uccess, its proprietor makes no«
J demand upon the public wij
en he claims for it a superiors
AMOMILE PREPARATION
Evans is undeniably entitled toil
listinction, for whilst tio medicala
existence condemns it, every b
tioner that is acquainted wilii
nowledges its pre-eminent viri
lie latter should do so in opposite
jrsonal interests, must be atiribuii
heir candor and love of truth,on
illingness to fly in the faceofalld
and the testimony of thousands.
1. EVANS does not pretendll
nile Tonic Pills will cure alii
e frankly and conscientiouslys
they will not. He lays no claim
ery of the “ Philosopher’s StOR
s nobody to believe that lies
ir of Life,” but he does say, and
ve, and he can prove, that in did
paired constitutions ; in New
fall kinds ; in weakness of the!
rgans, in incipient consumplio
>f lhe lungs or lhe liver; ini
lebility occasioned by the use
; in palsy, rheumatism, (morel
i lhe sicknesses incident to m
> females of relaxed nerves; im
f delirium tremens, or that (list
brought on by intemperance:;
led horrors of mind and body wli
m occasional inebriety ; loss of
gour, melancholy, pains in ’
as or side ; in corrupt, sallow, i
complexions, caused by the
j fluids—in all these cases, and
ntioned in lhe bills oftlireci
his medicines, HE DOES SI
'AMOMILE TONIC PILLS,
I occasionally with his APERIE
PILLS, (the best known) wl
¡th them, will effect immediate
fused but for a fair periodofl
ure. This much is placed bej
y daily testimonies which w
n oath ; and for this much Bi
an conscientiously request«!
id more conclusive demons™
cacy of Dr. Evans’ Cam«
is and Aperient Medicines,|
by the following important end;
’ cures effected by their W
qualities—all of which nffl
. Wm. Evans’ Medical office,1
street. One or two ol thest
espectfully gives to a discrio
VANS—Sir : Be pleased to receive*
3 who has been a great sufferer fa*
tr the great benefit she has receive«f your inesiimable Camomile Pins.
with pain and distress in the head,’1?
ie stomach, shortness of breath, aiwfj
heart ; exercise would almost oveie using your Camomile Tonic W
•e removed—she is able to exercise
nd she is happy to say can now >
bC. THORN'rON, 84, Third sl.M
uly 18, 1836-Dear Sir-For 4 J
unwell that 1 was unable to a ,
and for the last 4 or 5 montbs *a’t,
m ; my complaints were rheuiuai *1
;h, indigestion and loss of appe '
n and dizziness in my head1*.1 “i,
nedicine without effect, uotilk i^.
nvaluable Camomile and Apen N ,
al effects upon me astonish all «»» ,
fne‘‘few ^ays 1 shall be

y gratitude to you in Pe(®01, ri)t
^bscribe^^RVlSjSCe»^1
Evans.

refore need only add
J
LE TONIC PILLS, togetkr
¡lent
FAMILY
n be obtained, wholes»Ie r
(¡vision st. near Ch^lb‘\ «id
, and of his authorised ag
INES* corner of Middle a»« *

rtland, Agent
ions rney apply 1°' ,sl g’nSotta>l
nits, Daniel Remicb, K™ |
ckeit, Norway tThoinaeCW
; Nathan Rey""'^’,* ffii
ffin, Brunswick ;
liner ; R- G. Lmcoln
tie, Augusta ; J.
. gam1«
en & Thatcher, Bangou
. Co. Belfast ; Barker
enry Hyde, Bath»,
v 18, 1837»
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volunteered to accompany him.—They
”‘entS'
Robert Wilson lived in thefward, while the wind and rain
went first to the fatal rock : from thence
p •
,
„
,
~
beat so against your correspondent, I assure the
nays of chivalry, his courage and constancy j furiously
. ...............................
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
; Robert
asked his guide where
they followed the Indians nearly a mile
heartless edftor of that slanderous print that
would have been the theme of the poets:
J AMES K. REMICH.
they could shelter. Mendowit pointed >n regard to myself personally, I should not
into the woods
but for a long time no
Officeon (he Main-Street,-opposite the Meeting-House
and the song of minstrels; now, the only
to the west side of the mountain, near have ever deemed all that his head and heart
further traces could be found.
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
record of his name, or even of his existence
which they stood, and began hastily to have conceived, or his pen has written, or all
After searching many hours they were
lnlT/JO"urS. Pei ann',r1n’ if Paid withi« the year.will be this unpretending story.
ascend.
Robert followed.
The path that the Argus could contain against me
rern^n W‘
char£ed on a!l subscriptions which joined by a praying Indian, as he was call
The adventurers entered the deep forest,
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No ed.
Mendowit learned the English lan and, guided by lhe traces of the retreating was perilous, and required much caution ; while under the control of its present editor,
i hZ dls™nt!'lued’ excePl at the option of the pub
worthy a moment’s notice. The present,
guage, and became convert to Christianity Indians, pressed forward, at first, with all' but the Indian seemed well acquainted I believe, is the first time 1 have written that
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
with the way, and easily surmounted the polluted name since 1 left Portland ; nor
lhe publisher does not hold himself responsible for soon after lhe colonists settled in Boston.—
the speed they could urge.
But Mendowit
",.any advertisement beyond lhe amount He had received many favors from the Rev. |
difficulties till he reached a kind of cav should I now have used it, but for the neces*
Charged for its insertion.
soon checked his rapid pace, and represent
Mr. Wilson, and had loved Robert from his !
ern
in the side of a precipice, which sity of replying to some of its gross insin
ed to Robert that the two Mohawks were
infancy. He had lately wandered to Do
they both entered in safety.
uations agamst fdr. Clay. Before the publica
perhaps
scouts
from
a
large
party
;
and
that
miscellaneous
Ihey were now safe from the peltings of tion of the Report of the - investigating Com
ver, and spent the summer hunting and
caution must be used, or they might una the stonn, but not from its uproar. Itseetn- mittee ofthe House, it is^Fed by all parties
fishing, around Robert’s farm.
THE LOST BRIBE.
wares be caught in an ambush.
Robert’s ed as if the elements of air, fire and water here, that nothing shiv *
said
bMendowit
soon
discovered
lhe
trail
ofthe
A LEGEND OF THE WHITE MOUNTAINS.
impatience would never have submitted to were allowed to wreak their fury on the hshed in reference to UM^l collision be
hostile Indians.
They had returned on
this curb could he by any means have avoid shrinking and quaking earth. J'fie lightning tween Mr. Cilley and A e^raves. I shall
BY MRS. S. J. HALE.
their own steps, after the departure of the
ed it ; biAtjis he could ’not quicken the pace hat blazed in one continued' glare; the rol therefore now confine myself briefly to the
[continued.]
wedding party, and kept the narrow path
ling of the thunder, that shook, to their foun- charges made against .Mr. Clay.
Of the wedding dresses I shall only say till it joined the more open one ; and then of Mendowit, he was compelled to conform dat.on, these everiasting hills; the rain, that
1 now, therefore, assert, and can prove whento it.
that these were very fashionable then, and they struck off through the wilderness. Af
did not fall in drops, but poured in lar^e ever the proof becomes necessary, that Mr.
Cautiously,
therefore,
they
journeyed
on
would be very monstrous now, and a mi ter following about three miles their en
streams from the black clouds ; the howling Clay kneiv nothing of the meeting between Mr.
nute description of antiquated attire ought campment was discovered. Mendowit ex through the old woods, where a civilized of the wind, as n raved from the narrow pas Graves and Mr. Cilley at any time when that
not to occupy much share in a story so amined it attentively, and also the direction being had never before voluntarily ventur ses, or filled the hollow chasms ; the frequent meeting could have been prevented. Mr. Clay
ed. All was silence, save when, at long and loud crash of falling rocks and trees did know from report and rumor on the Sat
brief, for the events it chronicles, as this must the savages had taken.
intervals, lhe cry of some solitary bird broke ail united to give to the scene an awful sub urday of the meeting, about noon—for it Was
tie. The Rev. John Reyner officiated as
“ How many are there ?” asked Robert.
on
the ear with startling shrillness ; or, per limity, which the aroused soul could feel, but then town talk—that a duel was expected;_
clergyman ; and then the whole party sat
“Two, besides the captive;” replied
haps
a rustling among the dry branches no language can ever communicate or des and hearing the report from good authority,
down to dinner—the long table covered Mendowit.
1
cribe.
he immediaely sent for the friends of Mr.
made the wanderers pause in breathless si
with all good things which the country could
Amid this wreck of matter, and what seem Graves who were his seconds and who were to
Robert’s cheek became paler, as he
supply. At the head of the feast appeared stooped to pluck from a bush a fragment of lence, till a deer, bounding across their path, ed, as it were, the crush of worlds, Robert go out with him. At this hour,—12 o'clock,—
an enormous Indian pudding, (not made of lace and gauze, which he knew had belong would plunge into the opposite thicket; heeded not his own danger; he only thought they could not be found,—not one of either
while they did not dare to send a bullet af of his young and tender bride.
At every party. Mr. Clay then begged a friend or ac
Indians, as an Englishman once inferred ed to Mary’s bridal dress.
Placing the
quaintance of Mr. Webb who was with him to
such a pudding might be,J served up in a fragments in his bosom, he enquired where ter him, lest the report of their guns should fresh burst ofthe tempest, “Oh, where is go and see Mr. W. and to implore him to pre
Mary now ?” came over his heart till his
huge pewter platter. The plates were of Mendowit thought the hostile Indians were alarm the enemy, who might even then be knees smote together, and large drops of vent the expected meeting. More than this,
lurking close beside them.
the same substantial material, all shining like retreating.
—it was at his advice that lhe District At
T here was, during the pursuit, a learful sweat started on his pale forehead. Then
silver from a recent scrubbing —then they
be would rush to the narrow entrance of the torney was consulted with a view of preventing
“ They are Mohawks,” returned the
had roast beef and lamb, and wild game and other, “ I know by the track of their moc apprehension, an (indefinable horror on the cell with clenched hands, and look abroad to the duel by the interference ofthe civil author
all the fruits and varieties of the season. casins ; and they will go to their tribe on heart and mind of Robert, far more terrible see if there was any abatement of the storm ; ities. Another message was sent to a distin
than the giief he would have felt had he and then, in despair, he would seek the fur guished member of Congress, at Mr. Clay's
But they had no wine nor strong drink of the great river or the lakes.”
known that Mary was no more.
The tor- thest gloom of the cavern, throw himself request, who was distinguished as a peace
any kind, and the most ultra temperance ad
“ They shall not !” exclaimed Robert
tuies
she
might
be
forced
to
undergo,
haunt down on the damp rock, close his eyes, and maker, with a view to prevent the meeting, or
vocate would have found nothing to censure stamping with fury, « I will pursue them ;
struggle to banish all thought from his mind. to check it by the interposition of the civil
ed
his
imagination
till
every
sound
seemed
in the arrangements.
I will rescue Mary, or die with her. Men
i hus passed the hours till after midnight, authorities. It was at Mr. Clay's instance,
to
warn
him
to
hasten
to
her
relief;
and
lhe
Robert Wilson’s house stood about two dowit, you know the paths ofthe woods —
therefore, that parties were sentout for the
delays and obstructions which were con when, during a pause ofthe wind, a strange express purpose of separating the combatants.
miles from that of Captain Waldron’s and will you go with me ?” and he enumer
sound was heard.
It was not like a shriek 1 he parties had taken great precaution and
stantly
occurring,
made
his
blood
boil
with
more than half a milo from any habitation. ated several articles he would give him, a
a fury he could scarcely control. His im or cry from any human voice, or the yell or care not to be discovered. The rest is
This distance was not considered much, but gun, powder, &c. &c.
patience greatly surprised Mendowit, who, moan from a wild beast ; it was a deep, dis known. And now I ask the People of Maine
then it was through the thick old woods and
“ They will go through the hidden paths
mal sound, an unearthly tone, thrilling the who have seen the malicious attacks upon
the road was only cut and freed from of the Agiocochooh,”* remarked lhe Indian, with all the philosophic calmness of a sage, listener like lhe warning call from some per Mr. Clay in the Argus and its kindred prints,
would
take
his
own
time
to
examine
the
tra

the obstruction of trees. No carriage could thoughtfully.
what credit can hereafter be given to such a
ces of their fleeing foes, calculate the dis turbed spirit.
have rolled over the rugged road, but that
malicious and ruffian-like slander.
“ We can overtake them before they
Robert
started
on
his
feet.
A
bright
The present attack upon Mr. Clay in con
was no matter, as not a wheel vehicle of any reach the White Mountains !” said Robert, tance they had gained, and the probable flash of lightning showed him Mendowit ri
kind, excepting great lumber carts, had ever eagerly. “ You shall have the best gun I time when they should overtake them, sing from his recumbent posture ; his hands nexion with the late duel has reminded me
been seen in Dover. So the gentlemen can purchase in Boston, Mendowit, and my ibis would have been soon accomplished were falling powerless by his side, and his of a piece of Mr. Clay’s history when Speak
had the Mohawks proceeded straight for
er of the House of Representatives, thir
mounted their goodly steeds, and each gal horn full of powder, and a new knife.”
ward.
But, as if anticipating pursuit, face expressed an internal agitation and ter teen years ago the present month. Mr. Clay,
lantly taking a lady behind him, set off with
These were powerful temptations to the
ror which a red man rarely exhibits.
as you will remember, gave his casting vote
lhe bridegroom and bride at the head of the Indian ; but a more powerfsl one was lhe these Indians were continually practising
“ It is the voice of the Abaniocho,” said in favor of Mr. Adams over General Jackson
to
elude
it.
They
would
often
trace
cavalcade in great style, followed by the ancient and inveterate hatred he bore the
the Indian, in a tone that evidently tremb and Mr. Crawford as President of the United
smiles and good wishes of those who could Mohawks. Revenge is an inextinguishable back their own footsteps, like the doub led. “ 1 have heard it once before.
He States. For this act all the malice that
hatred could devise, and all the attacks that
not join for the lack of steeds. Their passion in a red man’s breast. Mendowit lings of a fox ; and when following the calls for a victim.”
passion and prejudice could secure were
progress was joyous and rapid till they was a Christian, so far as he could be, with course of a river, travel in the water, and
“ Who is he ?” demanded Robert, un brought to bear upon Mr. Clay.
George
entered a winding path through the forest, out ceasing to be an Indian ; but bis new cross and re-cross at places which no skill sheathing hissword.
Kremer, a member of Congress who then ren
when a more sober pace became necessary ; principles could never eradicate his early save the sagacity of a red man could
“ He is the spirit of the dark land !” said dered himself notorious for his continued
but Robert’s horse, being accustomed to the prejudices nor subdue his ruling passion. nave discovered.
Mendowit, shrinking down as if to hide charges against Mr. Clay, and for the cow
1
hese
subtle
movements
convinced
way, still pressed on in advance of the par Now, these Mohawks had injured a Chris
himself from some dreaded object.
“ He ardly manner in which he was forced to
ty. The path just before entering the tian friend, and the indulgence of his hatred Mendowit that there was no large body of rules over these mountains ; be comes in the abandon them, was the foremost of Mr. Clay’s
clearing surrounding his house, approached towards them assumed in his view, a Chris Indians at hand ; and on the morning of storm, and none whom be marks for des revilers. Mr. Clay, in speaking of Mr. K.
and the charges made against him in his cel
very near the river, the curve being made to tian virtue. But there was one obstacle to the fourth day Ife announced that they truction can escape him.”
ebrated Address to his constituents in March,
avoid a large rock that rose like a wall on bis accompanying Robert. Mendowit con should soon seethe captive. They were
f Concluded next week.]
1825, (vide Niles’ Register) is led to make
the north side of the road, confining its cluded that these Indians would retreat approaching the Mountains,and Mendow
some remarks upon duelling, which J here
width to a space barely sufficient for a through what is now called the “ Notch" of it was eager to overtake the Indians be
As the snow-drop comes amid snow and transcribe as an offset to the charges made
passage. As Robert was turning this rock, the White Mountains; and of that pass he fore they entered the defile which led to sleet, appearing as the herald ofthe rose, so against Mr. C. in reference to this infamous
the
Notch.
By
the
foot
prints
they
as

Mary uttering a wild shriek, was either had a superstitious dread.—But Robert
religion comes amid the blight of affliction, and heathenish way of settling private dis
torn or fell from her seat, the horse bound urged him with so many persuasions, of certained that Mary did not walk, proba to remind us of a perpetual summer, where putes.
Speaking of the attacks upon him, Mr.
ing forward at the same instant, and while fered him so many rewards, and suggested bly could not ; and Robert shuddered and the sun never retires behind a wintry cloud.
„ .... . , ,
Clay says :
Robert, calling on his wife, was endeavoring also the certainty of overtaking the Mo clenched his gun with a convulsive grasp,
“ A systematic attack was simultaneously
to rein his steed, a gun was discharged by hawks long before they reached Agiococ- as, at each step, his eye searched around [Correspondence of the Portland Advertiser.] commenced upon me from Boston to Charles
in every penetrable direction, dreading to
an Indian from behind the rock. The ball hook, that Mendowit finally consented.
Washington, March 15, 1838.
ton, with one object, present and future,
struck the horse as he was rearing from the
The sun was just setting when this ar meet a confirmation of his fears ; yet the
HENRY CLAY.
which it was impossible to mistake. No
sight
of
her
mangled
corse
would
scarce

effect of the rein on his breast, and he fell rangement was concluded. To follow the
cold-blooded and vindictive malice man but myself could know the nature, ex
ly
have
added
to
his
heart
’
s
agony.
backwards upon his rider.
Indian trail during the night was imprac
manifested towards the distinguished patriot tent and variety of means which were
The weather, which ever since they and statesman whose name I have given employed to awe and influence me, I bore
The report of the gun was followed by a ticable ; and Robert now that there seemed
loud shout from the wedding party, not that a possibility of recovering Mary, became had left Dover, and, indeed, for some above, by some of the merciless partisans of them, I trust as your representative ought
to have borne them, and as became me.
ihey suspected the cause of the firing: they reasonable enough to listen to the advice of time before, had been extremely dry, and( your State, excites here the wonder and Then followed the letter, afterwards adopted
disgust of every man of every party. That
supposed Robert had reached his home, and his friend, and consent to stay till the en hot, now suddenly changed ; and they
the ferocity of man towards his fellow man_ as his own by Mr. Kremer to the Columbian
that some of the attendants there had fired suing day. The night was mostly spent in seemed transported to another region. no matter what may be the causes, or the Observer. With its slander and contents
Thick,
black
masses
ofclouds
enveloped
the gun as a signal for them to hasten.
preparations for his adventure, or in listen
distance that separates them, can go so far, is you are well acquainted. When I saw that
Their shouts intimidated the savages, ing to the advice of Captain Waldron, who the mountains, and soon covered the indeed a matter of astonishment. Before letter alleged to be written by a member of
who precipitately fled with their prisoner, thought himself especially qualified to judge whole horizon, and the darkness of nfoht the body of the dead is cold and the funeral the very House over which I was presiding,
without attempting to scalp her unfortunate of the best method of proceeding in the came down at once. Then the wind sud obsequies are over, we see in the form of who was so far designated as to be described
denly rose, and at intervals swept on letters, and in the form of editorial comments, as belonging to a particular delegation by
husband.
attack of Indians.
It not merely as is right and proper, a condemna name : a member with whom I might be
Some there were, who tried to dissuade ward with the force of a tornado.
The party rode joyously up ; but who
required no effort of the imagination to tion ofthe practice of duelling, but a disposi exchanging at least, on my part, friendly
the
young
husband
from
the
attempt
to
re

salutations and who was possibly receiving
can describe their consternation and horror,
fancy that the old woods were trembling tion to turn to political account the death of
on finding Robert stretched apparently cover his bride by force ; as the savages, with the apprehension of some terrible ca” an unfortunate man killed in a personal ren from me constantly acts of courtesy and
counter. The innocent as well as the guilty, kindness, I felt that I could no longer re
lifeless, on the ground, covered with the they averred, always murdered their prison
They told him it lamity. The trunks ofthe largest trees —the ignorant, no less than those who had main silent. A crisis appeared to me to
blood of his horse which they mistook ers when attacked.
quivered, and their lofty heads were bent full cognizance of all that had been, and have arisen in my public life. I issued my
for his own, while the bride was no where would be best to send a messenger to the
almost to the ground, as the “ mountain was to be done, are dragged before the pub card. 1 ought not to have put in it the last
Mohawks,
who
would,
doubtless,
disclaim
io be found. Calamities never fall with
wind went sounding by,” from a chasm lic, and charged with crimes that would, paragraph, because although it does not
such an overwhelming force as when they all knowledge of the violence which had
far
more awful than 'the “ Roncesvalles were they true, forever disgrace them as necessarily imply the retort to a personal
¿surprise us in the midst of security & hap probably been perpetrated by some strag
Christian men or the representatives of a free combat, it admits of that construction ; nor
strait.
”
will i conceal that such a possible issue was
people.
piness. From that party, lately so joy glers Irorn their tribe, and negociate for the
“ We must return,” said Mendowit,
The wicked and malicious attack upon within my contemplation. I owe it to the
ous, was now heard nothing but excla release or ransom of the captive.
Robert’s blood chilled at the suggestion pausing. “ We cannot overtake them. Henry Clay, identifying him with the late community to say, that, whatever here
mations of fear, or lamentations over the
that
his rashness might accelerate the death The secret path of Agiocochook, Men duel, asserting that he had a knowledge of tofore I MAY HAVE DONE, OR BY INEVI
fate of the youthful pair, or execrations
dowit must not tread.”
the preliminary facts, and was assenting to or TABLE CIRCUMSTANCES MIGHT BE FORCED TO
against the enemy. The men were all of of his wife ; but the négociation for her ran
“ You must,” returned Robert, stern did not prevent, when he could have prevent DO, NO MAN IN IT HOLDS IN DEEPER ABHOR
them, unarmed ; they could not, therefore, som would be uncertain and the period of
ed it, or made no efforts to prevent it when RENCE THAN I DO, THAT PERNICIOUS PRAC
He thought ly, mistaking the cause of his guide’s re
pursue the Indians with any hope of res her release might be distant.
he might have made them,—that he was in TICE. Condemned as it must be, by the
luctance
;
“
but
yon
need
not
fight.
On

cuing Mary ; but having ascertained that that she could not long survive in captivity ;
stigating, or was advising with the parties, JUDGMENT AND PHILOSOPHY, TO SAY NOTH
ly
show
me
the
Mohawks,
and
be
there
Robert was still living, they bore him back and he hoped to surprise her captors una
&c. &c.,—all these charges made against ING OF THE RELIGION OF EVERY THINKING
to the dwelling of Captain Waldron, from wares, free her, clasp her to his heart, and two hundred instead of two, I will rescue Mr. Clay by some base and craven-hearted MAN, IT IS AN AFFAIR OF FEELING ABOUT
pander of the party, I have seen copied from, WHICH WE CANNOT. ALTHOUGH WE SHOULD,
whence he had so lately gone forth in all the hear her sweet voice pronounce his name as Mary.”
He was interrupted by a flash of light- and therefore probably originating with some REASON. Its TRUE CORRECTIVE WILL BE
her deliverer. As the picture brightened be
flush of youth and joy.
ning.so vivid that, for a moment, the of the administration presses of your State. FOUND WHEN ALL SHALL UNITE, AS ALL
There was no sleep that night in Dover. neath his fancy, he started from his seat and
OUGHT TO UNITE, IN ITS UNQUALIFIED PROS
mountains and their recesses were all re The Portland Argus stands foremost in the CRIPTION.
The inhabitants seemed panic struck. rushed out to see if the morning light might
ranks
of
these
public
libellers
of
private
char

It soon dawned; and vealed ; their high heads that reached acter ; and were it not that it issued its daily
******
They crowded to the fortified houses — not be discovered.
upward to the heavens ; their yawning bulletin of falsehood against a public man
mothers pressing their children closer to completely equipped, the Indian, with his
Going on Mr. Clay says Mr. Kremer is
chasms and deep gullies ; the huge high in office, and dear to the majority ofthe -------- ------------ “ As soon as
sued his--------------card in reply
to mine.
their bosoms, as they listened in breathless musket and tomaha vk, and Robert with a
rocks, some fixed as earth’s foundations, American people,—against one who has I read the card I took my resolution. Th«
double-barrelled
gun,
sword,
and
plenty
of
i. The
terror, often fancying that they heard the
and others apparently suspended in the warm and sensitive friends, alive to every terms of it clearly implied that
had not
___ it ___
stealthy tread of the savages ; and tremb ammunition, and each carrying a pack con
'
air, ready to topple on the heads of public expression of feeling touching his entered* into his
conception to have a per
ling in agony, as they thought of their hor taining provisions and restoratives for Ma
those beneath ; the dark trees, their roots reputation as a man of honor, of purity of sonal affair with me. I should have justly
rible yells. But the night passed away ry, they set off on an expedition fraught un
and fibres twisted, like serpents, amid heart and of integrity,—were the libel not de exposed myself to universal ridicule if I had
without alarm, and a bright morning sun doubtedly with more real perils than the
signed to injure the innocent by deceiving sought one with him. I determined to lay
the precipices, over which they were
adventures
of
many
proud
knights,
whose
the credulous, I would leave both the libel the matter before the House and respectfully
soon dissipated their imaginary terrors.
bending, and, as it were, clinging for and the libeller together—the demon in the
deeds
are
recorded
in
historic
legends,
and
to invite an investigation of my conduct.
Robert had nearly recovered from the ef
safety.
A
tremendous
peal
of
thunder
enjoyment of his own selfish and malignant I accordingly communicated to the House
fects ,of his fall ; and though his cheek was emblazoned in the scutcheons of their de
followed, its roar shook the earth, and its passions. What the Argus aforetime said of on the same day, the motives for which I
scendants.
pale, there was a sternness in his dark eye
correspondent,—of bis school-boy fol assigned,” &c. &c.
•
Fame is truly more dependent on fortu echoes reverberated through the pent air your
.that told that his spirit was unquelled,
It
lies
or his present want of wisdom,—its
with
a
deafening
noise.
It
seemed
to
'
nate
circumstances
than
great
achieveThis was the true way to settle the calum
was his determination to seek his wife ;
attacks made upon him, and then ny.—The rest is known to the reader, I
have rent the clouds, for in a moment cowardly
i
and several young men, after they found,
kept
from
him
—
all
this
is
a
matter
of
no
im

therefore hasten to conclude this already
*Agiocochook—the Indian name of the White after the rain burst in torrents.
portance. And lest the Argus should think
that his resolution could not be altered, Mountains.
It was vain to attempt moving for- 1 am now throwing back its former missiles too long letter.
Yours in haste,
E. B.

.

I
The Bank Convention.—The Convention
reconsideration of this vote, but the House
met at New York on Wednesday last, under
MAIL ARTICLES,
UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE. laid the motion to reconsider on the table, by
I the organization of November last. Hon.
a vote of 82 to 62.
Mr. Biddle's Letter.—The National Ga- I Samuel Hubbard, of Boston, was chosen
The Naval Appropriation Bill was read a
From Cadiz and Gibraltar.—Capt. Paine, TWENTY-FIFTH CONGRESS..... SECOND SESSION.
zetteof Saturday, contains a letter from the President, and J. H. Lockwood, Secretary.
third time, and passed.
of ship Hull, at this port on Saturday, from
SENATE.
The House took up the bill making appro President of the Bank of the United States, j r5'he Convention iscomposedof onehunCadiz, March 14, reports that very severe
MONDAY, APRIL 9.
priation for the Cumberland Road, but with ! addressed to Mr. John Quincy Adams, ex- fired and forty delegates, from 18 States, viz.
gales were experienced at Cadiz and Gib
plaining his opinions on the subject of a re- Maine 1, Vermont 6, New Hampshire 1, MasThe Anti-Duelling hill was taken up, out taking any question, adjourned.
raltar, Feb. 14 and 25th, in which a great
sumption of specie payments by the banks of ; sachusetts 24, Rhode Island 9, Connecticut
number of vessels went ashore. Among the and after a few remarks by Mr. Clay of Ken
the United States, and the reasons why, in 24, New York 40, New Jersey 14, Delaware
THURSDAY, APRIL 12.
rest, the French ship of the line Le Suffren tucky, it was passed—yeas 31, nay 1.
his opinion, it is not expedient to attempt a 3, Pennsylvania 2, Maryland 6, District of Co
The
bill
for
graduating
the
price
of
public
The
House
took
up
the
orders
of
the
day,
was a total loss.
in May.
He says
that during
the Imnbia- 3,’ . Virginia
4, nt.
North• Carolina
1, • In

IIL with
Willi the
UlC dlllCUUamend resumption
.
1
.
~
1*11
|
i
.
. z-x
rx
iiv
1
Capt. Paine also states that three fourths lands was taken up, and debated at consider the Cumberland Road bill,
but without period of nineteen years w hich he has been diana 1, Mississippi 2, Illinois 2, Missouri 1.
of ail the salt at Cadiz was destroyed by able length. On motion of Mr. Clay of Ken ment proposed by Mr. Ewing
T
I t L t L i4 t
1 t1 fi t 1 f I 1 I 1 Cl 11 11 IS pflFiltMS I
A
..
1. i i zx n
O i t 11 • vk V 11 A z4
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connected with that institution, his efforts : a resolution was submitted by a member
gales of wind and incessant rain, which con tucky, it was postponed to Wednesday. A taking any question thereon, adjourned.
have been directed to secure to the country ' from Connecticut, calling on the President of
tinued from Jan. 1 to March 1. He was bill making an appropriation for roads in
the benefits of a sound currency, and to ban- j t|)e [j States to know whether the GovernFRIDAY, APRIL 13.
pointed to places where piles of 500 lasts of Michigan was debated, and on taking the
ish from circulation every thing but the pre-I rnent would sustain the specie paying banks
salt had been washed away and not a bush question it was rejected by a vote of 20 to 10.
Several memorials were presented relating C1O(1S metals, and notes’always convertible or not. Cornelius W. Lawrence opposed
el left.—The price had risen 75 cents per
to the laie duel.
A number of reports on jnto
anfi |ie thinks that we should now the resolution. Mr. Galletin was very severe
TUESDAY, APRIL 10.
last in consequence.
private business were received from com- ..etum to such a currency (lt the filSt m0IBent ! on the measures of the Government. He
We are indebted to Mr. Toplift for Cadiz
The Senate took up a resolution offered millees.
j at which it can be done permanently.— ’ contended that their acts, and particularly the
papers by this arrival to March 11. They some time since, by Mr. Davis, calling for
Mr. Cambreleng, from the Committee on He
tl)at lhat bank has l)Ought sjnce the ! Treasury Circular and the Sub-Treasury
contain later movemen’s of troops than are information to enable the Senate to judge Ways
andJ Means,
reported
bill
11 ..........
m-—- .....
«...
«a ».
.11 authorizing
....rk...
suspension, nearly three millions of dollars in scheme were calculated to break down the
mentioned in the latest English papers, but what fortifications might be diminished or the Secretary of the Treasury to issue Trea- ;
they do not appear to be of much impor dispensed with, and whether a system of sury Notes, which was read twice and com- I gold and silver, and now, with a circulation ( banks, and he said that a large National Bank
of six millions, has nearly four millions in 1 or
, _ ......
......... o ..........
.. kind, was required to
something
of the
tance. The steamboat Tagus from Lisbon defence by the aid of steam batteries might mitted. The notes proposed to be issued,;
on the 6th, brought accounts of a serious not be more economical and efficient than are to be issued according to the provision of j specie, and eight or ten millions of funds in I sustain the currency. The resolution was
disturbance in that capital. The nature of the present. Mr. Davis explained and ad the act of October 12, and in place of such i Europe. Its preparations, therefore, would withdrawn.
Mr. Brockenbrough, of Virginia, presented
it is thus stated. The ministry had removed vocated the resolution at considerable length. notes as have been issued under that and , justify its early resumption, but for the con
from the army a great number of officers —Mr. Benton opposed it, but after some paid into the Treasury and cancelled. Mr. I sideration that it makes common cause with two resolutions for consideration, the first,
who passed for Chartists or Moderados, and father explanation by Mr. Davis it was Cambreleng stated, for the information of the ■ the other banks, and considers the character that it is expedient to resume specie pay
and prosperity of the country as identified ments on the — day of — ; and the second,
proposed to the Q.neen the appointment to agreed to.
House, that almost the whole revenue was with its banking system.
and that in such resumption the co-operation
the vacant plac^ hf men who were noted
unavailable, as it was now paid in the Trea
Under -these circumstances, Mr. Biddle ol the National Administration is relied upon.
for the exagge ’f n of their political prin
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11.
sury notes authorized by the act of October deems it his duty to examine calmly whether It was agreed that these resolutions should
ciples. The Q;Hn refused her consent to
As the appropriation bills created at the general interests of the country recom respectively be submitted to a Committee of
Mr. Walker inquired of Mr. Buchanan, the last.
these appointmins, and her Counsellors
Chairman of the Committee on Foreign Re this time heavy drafts upon the Treasury, it mend the voluntary resumption of specie one member from each state, to be nomina
gave in their resignation.
The National
was obviously necessary to authorize the payments in May next. He rests his opinion ' ted by the delegations respectively. The
Guard not approving the views of the Queen, lations, what that Committee bad done or Secretary to replace the notes so paid in and
intended
to
do
in
regard
to
Mexican
outrages
in the negative, on the grounds that the caus Convention then adjourned.
assembled, and manifested a disposition to
Mr. Buchanan replied cancelled, by others to an equal amount. es of the suspension are not removed—that
On Thursday, the committee were announ
march upon the palace, and to dictate by on our commerce.
He should ask the House, during the next
force the appointments of the crown. But a that the Committee had had the subject un week, to coi-mler this bill, as it was indis the whole power ol' the executive of the Un ced, and the Convention adjourned to wait
military chief, whose name is not given, der consideration, and that he believed the pensably necessary to continue the operations ion will be exerted in favor of the exclusive their report.
ly metalic system and in hostility to the
In the course of the informal conversa
with his troops, opposed the movement of next movement of government would be war, of the Treasury.
In
banks—that congressional aid will be neces tions of the sitting, two days were named for
the militia, and they desisted from it. At the or a measure that would produce war.
The order of the day, the bill to establish sary to afford adequate relief for the disor the filling of the blanks—one was the 1st of
a
subject
of
this
nature,
however,
it
was
request of the Cortes the former ministry
a Board of Claims, was postponed to Friday
resumed the direction of affairs.—Boston Adv. thought proper that the House should take next, in order that the House might proceed dered state ot the currency—that in every October, and another the 1st of April next.
the lead, and the Committee was waiting
respect the situation of the banks is more un
New members were continually arriving,
that the measure might originate there.
He to act upon such private bills as should not favorable than at the time ot the last resump and it is supposed the number would amount
Later from England.—By the arrival at was informed that the Committee of the give rise to debate.
tion, except in the low rate of exchange with to 200.—Essex Register.
New York, of the packets Montreal from House had the subject' under consideration.
The residue of the day was spent in at England—and that the country has not been
London, and Sheffield from Liverpool, Lon In the Senate Committee he believed there tempting to do this, but for want of a quorum
left in a sufficiently long period of repose
The Bank Convention.—The Convention
don papers to March 9th are received.
We
was but one mind on the subject. if he was the House finally adjourned.
since the suspension, to recover from its slate of Bank Delegates at New York, adjourned
have received our files to the latest date, but wrong, Mr. Clay, who is a member of the
of exhaustion. He thinks that, admitting an sine die on Monday, and the delegates of this
have little room for extracts. Their contents Committee, could set him right.
SATURDAY, APRIL 14.
Mr. Clay
early resumption to be practicable, the month city arrived here on their return yesterday
are not important.—Boston Daily Adv.
made some remarks, in which he did not
He is of opinion morning.
Mr, Smith, of Maine, had leave of absence of May is not a fit time.
British Parliament.—\n the House of Com perfectly agree with Mr. Buchanan.
He granted him from and after the first of May. that New York, instead of being governed by
We learn that on Monday morning the an
mons, March 2, Sir Robert Peel inquired of complained of the course pursued by gov
The House went into committee of the a conviction of expediency, has pressed for nexed preamble and resolution were offered
Lord John Russel why the papers relating ernment towards Mexico, which he thought
ward the question prematurely, on account
to the boundary line between New Bruns illiberal when compared with the proceed whole and considered a number of private of the coersive law of that State, and that jt by a delegate from Virginia, as a substitute
wick and the State of Maine had not been ings of government in negotiating for the bills. After which the committee rose and woidd have been wiser for the banks to have for a resolution and amendment which had
laid on the table. Lord John Russell replied French, Neapolitan and Dutch indemnities. | reported progress. The House concurred in applied to the legislature for an extension of been under discussion on Saturday, and
that they would be produced in the course of The debate was continued for some time by i, the amendments and passed several of the the immunity from the forfeiture of their that after considerable debate it was adopted
„..Is to a third reading, but without taking the
— fourteen states voting in favor of it, and two,
a few days.
Messrs. Walker, Buchanan, Clay, Preston, question on all of them, adjourned.
charters, which, by the present law of that N. York and Mississippi, against it. The
London, March 9.-The private accounts from Benton, and King, but without taking any
State, is limited to one year.
negative votes of New York and Mississippi
New York, are so unfavorable as to leave little question the Senate took up the bill relating
His view of the question embraces a sim were manifestly dictated by considerations of
HYPOCRISY EXPOSED.
Mr. Clay
doubt that there is an end to all further reali to the price of the public lands.
In a recent debate in the State Senate of ultaneous resumption throughout the coun an opposite character, the former a preference
zation of assets for the three great houses spoke with great force and effect against the Pennsylvania, Dr. Burden made the following try, as essential to the effectual accomplish for an earlier date and the latter a more re
which suspended payment in June last. In bill. He was followed by Mr. Hubbard.
remarks, by which it will be seen how hol ment of the object desired—and he is of opin mote one.
deed, the best letters now state their belief,
low and hypocritical is the anti bank cry ol ion that the true policy of the banks at pres
Whereas it is found necessary in order to
THURSDAY, APRIL 12.
without reserve, that such is the case. Some
ent, is, to remain exactly as they are, prepar simultaneous action by the banks in the re
some men :
information may shortly be looked for res
ing to resume, but not yet resuming.
Mr. Grundy, from the select committee,
sumption of specie payments, so to proceed
Mr. BURDEN said he never wished to
pecting the situation ofthose accounts, which presented a report, accompanied with the
Boston Advertiser.
in designating a period for that purpose as to
shim
a
vote
on
any
question
;
he
was
gener

have been, from their mere magnitude, an following resolution :—
secure the nearest approach to unanimity.
ally ready when the yeas and nays were callobject of great interest throughout with all
Effect of the Ballot Boxes.—The Madisoni And whilst in the judgment of this Conven
Resolved, That there is no sufficient evi- efi' The bank bill would soon be before us,
commercial men in this country. The great
an of Saturday says :
tion the return to specie payments and the
fall in the exchanges, by which they have dence to establish the charges of corruption and he was decidedly in favor of waiting un
“ We learn from a most authentic source, preservation of the currency in a sound con
The ' til
tfi then, and acting upon it at once. He stat
turned so decidedly against England, contin made against the Hon. John Ruggles.
efi the fact, that
lhat during the discussion of that that a part, if not the whole, of the delega dition, will depend essentially on the course
ues to form the remarkable feature of the resolution lies on the table for consideration. ed
The Senate took up the bill reducing and bill in the other House, he had been called tion in the House of Representatives from of the General Government—yet this Con
New York money transactions.
Bills were
Connecticut, look upon the result of the elec vention regards it as the duty of the banks to
done on the 16th ult. at 105, and it is esti graduating the price of public lands. On mo- ! upon by a number of gentlemen from Phila- tion, as a clear indication of the sentiment of make the effort in good faith, exclusive of
of
Mr.
modified
i
delphia,
who
urged
him
to
use
his
influence
se,
specie
would
flow
tion
of
Mr
Hubbard
the
bill
was
so
tnodihed
|
mated that at this price,
.1
• •_______
'YK _____ .«
„«J I •
*.
•
..
_________
Util
.....I
i
of from 5 to 6 i as 10 make the minimum price 75 cents, and' in staying the progress of the bill, and save the people against the Sub-Treasury bill, and any direct reference to the prospective meas
into the country at a profit
|
•enee
ot
exchange
alone.
’
Ue
longest
time
for
any
process
of
reduction,
I
the
country.
These
very
gentlemen,
he will accordingly vote against it in any shape.” ures of the government, at the same time the
per cent, on the difference of exchange alone.
Convention has been happy to observe in the
ten years. The bill was debated by Messrs, said, had been the loudest in their cries aDeath of Gen. Ashley.—The Boonsville recent letters of the Secretary of the Treasufianks, ana
and naa
had attenueu
attended auu
and vwvimcu
officiated
Latest from Europe.—The packet ship Walker, Benton and Crittenden. Mr. Tip- j gainst names,
(Mo.) Emigrant of March 28, says: “ It is ury specific assurances of an intention to sus
Sheridan lias arrived at New York, bringing ton moved to amend by limiting each pur-j at numerous anti-bank meetings, and when with no ordinary emotions of regret that we tain the banks, so far as it may be done
London dates to March 18. They contain chaser, under this bill, to a quarter section. | they returned home would do so again, yet are called upon to perform the unpleasant through the fiscal operations of that depart
intelligence of mercantile affairs of consider Mr. Walker proposed one section, and this1 here they urged him to use his efforts to sus duty of announcing the death of Gen. Wm. H. ment of the government.
able interest. The price of Cotton at Liver proposition, after a long discussion, was a- i tain these institutions. When this inconsist Ashley, one of Missouri’s most distinguished
Resolved, That it be recommended to all
ency was pointed out to them, they excused
pool had improved fully l-4d per lb. since greed to ; ayes 13, noes 14.
citizens.
He breathed his last on Monday the Banks of the several States to resume
Mr.
Tipton
moved
a
provision,
that
no'
themselves
by
saying
that
party
was
one
thing
the 9th, although the import had been great
evening, the 26th instant, at bis residence, specie payments on the first Monday of Jan
er within the last preceding days, than was purchaser should be prohibited from buying I and the interests of the country another.— on the Lamine, eight miles above Boon uary next, without precluding an earlier re
ever known within a like period. The a- any quantity of land at $ 1 25 per acre, and They joined in the clamoi* against banks, be
sumption on the part of such banks as may
mount of imports within that time was 155,- the amendment, with this provision, was a- cause it was a party measure, but they did’nt ville.
find it necessary or deem it proper.
dopted. The bill was then ordered to be en mean that the banks should actually be de
000 bales.—Boston Daily Adv,
It is understood that the banks of New
Two Fatal Affrays in Kentucky.—On the
grossed by a vote of 21 to 16, and the Senate stroyed. On this subject, said Mr. B., there
is more hypocrisy than was ever before prac 20th, at Mills Point, on the Mississippi, an York will resume in May, at the date which
Ijourned.
From Halifax.— We have received Halifax
We understand
tised in a civilized community. He referred affray took place between Dr. Ferguson, a has been named by them.
papers to the 5th inst. The British ship of
physician, and Mr. Rivers, a lawyer, in which it was stated in the course of the discussion,
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to
the
fact,
that
one
of
the
men
who
made
war Hercules, arrived therefrom Cork on the
by delegates from this State, that if the banks
The Senate took up the bill reducing the the loudest cry against banks in the late Con the former being worsted produced a rifle
28th of March, with troops to the number of
and shot Rivers dead.
A brother of Rivers of other States were ready for resumption,
vention
to
amend
the
Constitution,
was
Mr.
price
of
public
lands,
on
its
third
reading.
400. Capt. Nicholas, of the Hercules, had ad
hearing, of it sought Ferguson with a rifle ; those of Massachusetts are at this moment.
dressed a letter to the Novascotian, relating Messrs. Calhoun and Buchanan explained Keim, who was himself at the time, the Pres
and after wounding him rushed upon him The resolve adopted, leaves it, as we anticipa
ident
of
a
Bank
at
Reading!
and
owned
stock
their
reasons
for
voting
against
the
bill,
which
the circumstances of having spoken the Ated would be donejto the banks of the several
I in that bank to a large amount, as did also Mr. with a pistoband despatched him.
merican ship Commerce, Capt. Perry,.from was then passed—yeas 27, noes 16.
States to resume at such time as their own
A large number of private bills were or ! Muhlenberg. Those who were loudest in
Charleston, bound to Liverpool, and having
The Line of Battle Ship Pennsylvania.— condition, and their relations with other States
taken on board from her, part of the crew of dered to a third reading, and the Senate, after their cries too, were generally the largest
shall render expedient. N. York is becoming
the Elizabeth Caroline, of St. Stephens, N. a short executive session, adjourned to Mon borrowers. He said they reminded him of The Norfolk Herald, of Friday, says : “ This every day better prepared for the resumption,
the schoolmaster who took the apples from ship was taken into dry dock at Gosport,
B. who had been taken off the wreck of that day.
his scholars and eat them himself, for fear yesterday morning, between 7 and 8 o’clock, by the arrival of specie, and by the measures
vessel six days before by the Commerce.
they would make the boys sick !
and before 9, was resting on the blocks, se of the State government for strengthening the
These unfortunate persons when fallen in
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
curely shored in her upright position. The banks by the loan of its credit, and affording a
with by the Commerce, had been 23 days on
MONDAY, APRIL 9.
water was then pumped out, and the whole most satisfactory remittance to Europe. No
The
Raleigh
N.
C.
Star
of
the
4th
instant
the forecastle of their vessel, lashed to the
Mr.
Hamer
asked
leave
to
make
an
expla

of
this stupendous naval structure was ex doubt is now entertained of the ability of the
contains
the
following
complimentary
allu

windlass, exposed to every sea, and with
New York banks to resume, and to make the
nation
on
the
subject
of
the
resolution
offered
hibited
to view from keel to taffrail.”
sions
to
Mr.
Webster,
in
some
remarks
upon
barely food*enough to preserve life, and with
resumption complete and effectual.
by
him
on
Saturday
and
then
ordered
to
be
the
fate
of
the
sub-treasury
bill
in
the
Senate,
only two gallons of water remaining. Capt.
The New York Cour. & Enq. says, that
Windsor Bank.—The Montpelier Watch
Nicholas speaks in the highest terms of the printed. Supposing the resolution to be un and the cavalier treatment it received in the
On Friday, a letter was read in convention,
man says—We learn that there is no doubt
humanity of Capt. Perry, in staying two der his control he had modified ii, in conse- J House :—
addressed by Mr. Secretary Woodbury to Mr.
about
the
Windsor
pet
—
it
has
FAILED,
past
nights and a day by the shipwrecked vessel, quence of a suggestion of a friend, to prevent
It will be seen that the amended bill has
the wind blowing so hard and the sea so high a misconstruction of it, by inserting the words been laid on the table in the House ; we hope redemption. Emerson, and those connected Newbold, in which he stated that the governdesigns to do.”
with him, owe the bank about $100,000, and, rnent would continue to receive the bills of
that the people could not be gotten on board, “ as the present administration
he begged
'
' .pardon for it. never to be taken up. We believe with Mr. they have failed. Of course the bank must specie paying banks, when at par where of
and in giving them clothing and every ne If this was wrong, I
Is,
and
asked
j
Calhoun,
that
“
light
has
gone
abroad.
”
Aye
He now struck out those word:
fered. He farther stated that there had been
cessary attention when on board his ship.
ightning flash of the fire of freedom !— go down. Alas, for the poor pensioners.
offer the resolution in its original j
b it a small demand by government for spe
Boston Allas.
The officers of the Hercules, and the Brit leave toObjection
being
made,
he
moved
to
I
gleaming
from
every
point
of
the
political
hocie :and that there would be no great demand
ish Army officers on board, to testify their form. I ‘
rizón
—
and
exposing
to
the
people
’
s
indignant
admiration of this conduct, made a subscrip suspend the rule, which motion was lost— gaze the mad policy of the dominant party.
A successor to Lovejoy has appeared att in future ; as long as the Treasury should be
tion for a piece of plate to be presented to yeas 110, nays 61—two thirds being required. “ LIGHT HAS GONE ABROAD !” And Alton, and established a new Anti-Slavery, allowed to issue its notes, there need be but
The House proceeded to the reception of
little accumulation of specie in the treasury.
Capt. Perry, as a lasting memorial of his gen
petitions and memorials.
After which the in politics as in nature, the thunder has suc paper.
Bills of specie paying banks, he added, would
erous conduct.
Mr. ceeded the lightning shock. From old Mas
be paid whenever they were acceptable to.
The frigate Pique had sailed for St. John, Navy Appropriation bill was taken up.
It is said there is n gang of 200 counterfeit public creditors.—-Boston Daily Adv.
Montgomery moved to recommit, to the com sachusetts—the cradle in which young liberty
with troops.—ib.
mittee of Ways and Means, with instructions was first rocked—comesforth a voice venerable ers in the neighborhood ofPeora, Illinois.
to report the items for the exploring expedi as her own monuments and sages of revolution
From Florida.—The steam packet Nep tion in a specific form. This motion was de aryfame. Shall it he disregarded?—Other
Dr. Bowditch.—The Faculty of Yale Col
Moving Buildings.—Mechanical feats in
tune arrived at New York on Saturday, in bated by several members.
Mr. Hoffman States have spoken. Give the people but the way of moving large brick buildings are lege have offered the following appropriate
63 hours from Charleston.
She brings a made an eloquent defence of the exploring time to investigate the subject, and our word constantly going on. The great brick house ‘ testimonial to the character of the late Dr.
confirmation of the news before received, of expedition. Before any question was taken for it, a prouder phalanx of States will be ar in the Dispensary in Centre street, has been Bowditch :—
the seizure by Gen. Jesup of more than 500 the House adjourned.
rayed against this measure, than has ever set back some ten feet without injury.
A
At a meeting of the President, Professor»
Indians, near Jupiter Inlet.
been before presented in defence of the com large store on the south side of Fulton Mar and Tutors of Yale College, the following
mon welfare and glory of the Republic.
ket is now on the screws, and is to be rais resolutions were adopted.
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The Medical Jurisprudence oj Maine.—A
ed three feet. There are a hundred and fifty
Resolved, That this faculty have heard, with
Mr. Hunter of Ohio, and Mr. Lincoln of
work in one volume, octavo, has just appear
tons of tobacco in the lofts, which it was not deep concern, of the death of the Hon. Na
Candid
Admission.
—
W
e
extract
the
follow

ed under this title, by our late fellow towns Mass., who have been confined to their rooms ing paragraph from the New York Times, a thought necessary to take out.
thaniel Bowditch, late of Boston ; and that
man, Isaac Ray, M. D. now of Eastport. by sickness, appeared for the first time.
N. Y.Jour. Com.
this painful event has bereaved not only hi»
Van Buren paper.
A
number
ot
reports
were
presented
from
We have penned a review of it, and hope to
family, but his country and mankind—espe
Town Elections.—The local elections in a
lay it before our readers in the course of a committees. Mr. Bouldin, from the Com
A letter from Trenton, N. J. dated 6th inst. cially as he was cut off in the vigor of his
mittee
on
the
District,
moved
to
be
dis

majority of the towns in this State, 850 in states there are 15 cases of the small pox
few days. Judging by what we are told of
in ,:• faculties, in
■
mv tiioimnj
in the
maturity v*ofa 1110
his .fame, and in
the work itself we should say it must add charged from the farther consideration of the number, took place on Tuesday, and the re the New Jersey State prison. The
'
first per- the fuy conrSe of his usefulness.
largely, not only to the reputation of the retrocession ; which motion was postponed sult will soon be known. Some of the re son who sickened with the disorder had been
Resolved, That we respectfully and feeling
turns from the River towns,came in yester in solitary confinement for more than a year.
author, but to that of his country, and be ac till tomorrow.
ly sympathise with the children of the illus
On motion of Mr. Briggs, it was resolved, day, but from their complexion we have
ceptable alike to the legal and the medical
trious deceased, whose memory, justly dear
that the chart of country across the Isthmus nothing favorable to augur for the adminis
professions.—Portland Advertiser.
Eighteen divorces were granted by the to the country which he honored, is cherish
of Panama accompanying the President’s tration.
Legislature of Kentucky at the last session. ed still more affectionately by those who
message, relating to a canal or water com
Vigorous old Age.—Capt. Jonathan Hall, munication between the Atlantic and Pacific
were so happy as to call him their father.
of Windsor, Vt. a revolutionary soldier, aged
A scoundrel named Reuben David has
Oceans, be lithographed and published with
The gaoler at Exeter, N. H. has advertised | Resolved, That a copy of the above resolu
80, on the 25th uh. felled the trees, and
been committing matrimony with divers res- for boarders ! He says a choice of rooms' tions be transmitted to the family of the late
cut and corded two cords of four-feet wood, said message.
pectable young ladies in Ohio, and then de- will be given to the first applicant.
Dr. Bowditch, and that the President of the
maple and birch.
setting them.
$100 reward is offered for
College be requested to affix to it bis signa
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11.
his apprehension.
He is described as a
ture.
In behalf of the Faculty.
A
Sub-Treasurer.
—
Seth
T
Sawyer,
late
The
report
of
the
Committee
on
the
Dis

young
man,
with
white
hair,
slender
make,
Drowned.—A. little boy about 4 years old,
(Signed)
JEREMIAH DAY.
public
printer
at
Vandalia,
Illinois,
has
been
trict,
requesting
to
be
discharged
from
further
round
shoulders,
and
a
tailor
by
trade.
We
the son of a Mr. Burns who lives in Spring
sentenced
to
one
year
in
the
State
Peniten

consideration
of
a
retrocession,
was
taken
should
hardly
think
that
a
regiment
of
such
street, was yesterday drowned by falling into
The pay of all the members of Congress
a reservoir, in the field near the Fountain.
j up ; on motion of Mr. Bouldin, the subject fellows would be worth a hundred dollars, tiary at Alton, for stealing the public depos
amounts to $3000 per day.
was laid on the table. Mr. Wise moved a for any purpose, except to seat pantaloons.
ites.
Portland Advertiser.
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Mississippi, against it. The
of New York and Mississippi
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s were ready for resumption,
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lopted, leaves it, as we anticipalone^to the banks of the several
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their relations with other Slate
tpedient. N. York is becoming
er prepared for the resujnpw
of specie, and by the measure!!
>vern ment for strengthening the
Dan of its credit, and affording
ory remittance to Europe, ft
entertained of the ability of A
nks to resume, and to make™
unplete and effectual,
ork Cour. & Enq. says, that
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Mr. Secretary Woodbury toft
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long as the Treasury should In
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ns.—•■Boston Daily Mv.
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o the character of the late li

ng of the President, Pro^
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i, of the death of the Hon.
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ii,iii New Counties.—Meetings were held in
Oxford District.—A whig convention
Cid. at New Orleans, 4th inst. bark Horace,
3 j the several towns composing the new Coun- was held at Paris, for Oxford Congressional Foss, for Liverpool.
Valuable Farm for Sale.
FARM situated in Kennebunk-port, opAt New Orleans, 7th, Hercules, Wise, for Liv
SATURDAY, APRIL 21, 1838.
j
Franklin, in this State, on the 7th inst. District, on Tuesday last, for the purpose of
posite Messrs. Bourne & Kingsbury’s
erpool, loading. Towed to sea, 4th, ship Zo------------ I fo«’ the purpose of voting on the question of, nominating a candidate for Congress, to fill toff and bark Laurens.
building yard, and commanding a handsome
TJte
stiU triumphant! accepting
• the
■ act establishing
—
Ar. at New York, 12th. sch. Henrv, Morrell, prospect from the opposite side of the stream.
it. The yeas the vacancy occasioned by the decease of
Said farm contains about one hundred acres
THE LOCOFOCOS AGAIN DEFEAT were 2153 ; nays 441. Majority for organ Hon. T. J. Carter. Thirty-seven towns were Saco.
At Havana, 31st ult. bark Bohemia, Cowes, of land, one half of which is covered with a
ED IN NEW YORK CITY ! !
izing 1712,
represented by seventy-six delegates. Za- soon.
handsome growth of wood and timber of va
The annual election for the choice of mu
A convention of delegates from the several ; DOC Long’ Es(b of Buckfield, was nominated,
At Antwerp, 13th ult. bark Verona, Perkins, rious kinds ; being situated near the river, it
for Boston, loading, to sail about 20th.
nicipal officers took place in New York on towns composing the County of Piscataquis ■
affords an easy conveyance to a ready mar
S,eal unanimity, as a candidate to fill
SPOKEN.
ket. The other half is pasture and tillage
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of last was held at Dover, on the 31st ult. Richard the varancyj and also as a candidate for RepApril 5, off Matanilla Reef, seen, ship York of lands, susceptible of producing hay in abun
week. The whole number of votes thrown K. Rice was nominated for Register of resen^anve bom that District in the 2bth Con- Kennebunk.
’
April 5, no lat. &c. brig Cadmus, Hutchins 2 dance, and most every other production nat
for Mayor was 39,347—the largest vote ever ;
ural to our northern clime. Said farm has a
Deeds, and Charles P. Chandler for Coun gress.—Zadoc Long, Esq. was chosen Dele days from New York for Ponce.
thrown in the city, and exceeding, by 4348,'
gate to attend the whig national convention,
5th, off Sand Key, ship Edmund Perkins, Per two story dwelling-house in decent repair,
ty
Treasurer.
Resolutions
were
adopted
apthe vote for the same officer last spring.!
and good barn ; the privileges for water are
proving the course of Gov. Kent in relation
Benj. Barker of Hiram, substitute, A se kins, 8days from New Orleans for Liverpool.
also good. Said farm will be sold reasona
Somg idea may be formed from this fact of;
ries
ot
pertinent
and
spirited
resolutions
were
j to the North Eastern Boundary question, and
ble for cash, together with the stock of cat
lieaisiebonii
First
ParisliJB
the excitement which prevailed during the I
tle, farming tools, and other appurtenances,
I also approving the course of Mr. Evans, in adopted. The proceedings of the convention
election. The hirelings of the Government!
j the U. S. House of Representatives, in rela were characterised by the utmost harmony. ripHE Committee appointed at the annual or without, just as may suit the customer.
For further particulars apply to
were on the ground, working with more than !
meeting of said Parish to appraise the
tion to the same subject
disapproving the We learn from the Portland Advertiser that A
ELIPHALET DURRELL.
Pews in their meeting-house, preparatory to
their accustomed zeal ;—indeed no exer
Mr.
Long
is
a
gentleman
extremely
well
cal

April 14, 1838.
conduct of the V. B. members of the Senate
the
alteration
voted
to
be
made
in
the
interi

tions were spared—no instrument was left
in opposing the resolve in favor of the Mada culated for the station for which he has been or of said house, will attend that service on
^NOTICE?
unemployed—by the partizans of the national
waska road, which passed the House of Rep nominated, by his superior talents, the sound Tuesday the 24th instant, at one o’clock P.
OTICE is hereby given, that I have re
administration, which promised in the smal
M.
at
the
meeting
house
aforesaid.
At
which
ness
of
his
political
principles,
uncompromi

resentatives and was defeated in the Senate,
linquished and discharged all claim
time and place ail persons interested may be
lest degree to aid their corrupt and tottering
which 1 have upon my daughter, Susan M.
and of the Senators from Penobscot for op sing integrity, moral worth and urbane man present if they see cause. The persons se
cause ;—but the People triumphed—nobly
ners.
Ross, during her minority, hereby authori
posing the bill providing for the survey and
lected for the Committee are Messrs. John
trium phed.
zing her to make her own contracts, to re
sale of our public lands to actual settlers;—
Laws of Maine.—-An extra sheet accom G. Perkins, William Gooch and Burleigh ceive pay for her services and give receipts
The votes for Mayor have been officially
Smart.
disapproving the Senatorial vote indefinitely panies this number of our paper, containing
therefor, and to do all things as effectually as
canvassed and are as follows :—Clark (whig)
DANIEL SEWALL, Clerk of said Parish.
though she was of full age, without reference
postponing the resolve providing for the erec-, the public laws passed during the last session
Kennebunk, April 20, 1838.
19,723 ; Varian (Locofoco) 19,200 ; Scattering
to me.
SIMON ROSS.
tion of a monument to the memory of the of the Legislature of this State.
Kennebunk, April 7, 1838.
424. Clark’s majority over Varian 523—over
NOTICE?
late Gov. Lincoln—disapproving the sub
all others 99. Last year Clark was chosen ,
The remains of Mr. Cilley were embark
Treasury scheme, and heartily concurring in
Gardeaa Seeds,
by a plurality, wanting 9)1 of a majority.
ROPOSALS for altering the Meeting
the nomination of Edward Kent for re ed at Baltimore, for Thomaston, on the 3d
HE growth of 1837—in great variety —
house,
in
the
first
parish
in
Wells,
will
The whigs also succeeded in electing nine {election as Governor of this State.
inst.
from a Boston seed establishment.
be received by either of the subscribers till
of the seventeen aidermen and nine of the sev
For sale by
D. REMICH.
Tuesday, the 1st day of May next. For par
March 17, 1838.
Whig National Convention.—The whig IMPORTANT NOTICE TO PENSION ticulars relating to said alterations, reference
enteen assistant aidermen. Their victory is
ERS AND PENSION AGENTS.
to the same Committee.
of Congress, at a meeting held on
complete, notwithstanding it is estimated that members
1
Aist of betters .
CIRCULAR.
Aaron Maxwell,
the
12th
inst.,
agreed
that
a
National
Conven

the Locofocos brought not less than 6000 '
Remaining in the Post Office at North Ber
Treasury Department,
J
osiah
C
lark
.
persons into the city, from the surrounding ’tion for the selection of candidates for Presi
wick, Me. March 31, 1838.
Second Comptroller's Office, April 12, 1838.
Benj. Bourn,
A. B. C. D. E.-F. G.
dent and Vice President * should be held at
country, to vote.
Sir : I herewith transmit for your informa
Eben. G. Moore.
PHRAIM ALLEN, Thomas Abbott,—
Harrisburg, Penn, in June 1839. Each state, tion and guidance, a copy ofan “ Act direct
Wells,
April
21,
1838.
Brooklyn.—The whigs of Brooklyn, N. •
Francis Billings, Ezra Billings, George
it is expected, will send a number of Dele ing the transfer of money remaining un
Bennett, jr. JFeZ/s, Timothy Berdeen,—Loren
Y. carried their ticket, for the first time, at
OTeetiwg-ifoose
for
Sale.
claimed
by
certain
pensioners
and
authori

gates equal to the number of its Presidential
zo D. Clay, Berwick, Hannah Cole,— Jeredithe municipal election a few days since. 1
zing the payment of the same at the Treasu
electors.
ah Ellen, John Earl, Berwick, Samuel D.
Their majority was 200. Eleven of the
ry of ihe United States,” passed the sixth inst.
ILL be sold at public auction on Satur Evens, Berwick,—Mary Frost, Berwick,—Ez
Hereafter you will make no payment
eighteen Common Councilman elected are
day the fifth of May next, at two o’ ra Goodrich, Berwick, Jacob Gram, Susan
(E/^The members of the next House of
clock P. M. the Meeting-House generally
Gray.
whigs. Last year nine of each party were Representatives, in Connecticut, will be po where the pension claimed has remained due
for the term of eight months after the same known as the Shurburue Meeting house, sit
H. I. J. K. L. M. N. O. P.
chosen to the Council.
litically divided as followsWhigs 148; became payable.
uated in the upper part of Kennebunk-port,
Ivory Hovey, Berwick, Andrew Hooper,
The law abovementioned being perempto the purchaser to take it down in the course Berwick, Wilson Hobbs, Dudley C. Hub
Rhode Island.—The General Election in Locolocos 38 ; Conservatives 7. In 6 towns,
ry, no payments made in violation of it can be of sixty days after purchase. There is much ard, Berwick, Peter Hurd,—Lucinda R. Jen
entitled
to
10
representatives,
no
choice
has
Rhode Island, for the choice of Governor and
admitted to your credit.
good timber and boards in said building as it kins,— Uban Keay,—Edward Littlefield, Berbeen effected.
members of the State Legislature, occurred
In order that the accounting officers may was built of the best materials. The unde;ck, Moses D. Lunt, Berwick, Ira Libby,—•
be
in
possession
of
such
evidence
as
will
af

^ey Morrill, John T. Morse, Berwick.
pining will also he sold at the aforesaid
(T/^John P. Kennedy, Esq. of Baltimore
on Wednesday last. Sufficient returns have
ford a check against double payments you and place.
\ R. S. T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
been received to show that the whig candi city, has been nominated by the whigs as a
will immediately on the receipt of this circular,
Conditions made known at ti”
Reed, Berwick,—Alma C. Stevens,
date for Governor is elected by a majority of candidate for Congress, to fill the vacancy in and hereafter immediately on the expiration
EDMUND CURr
V John Smith, William Staples,
about 500 votes, and that decided majorities the congressional district lately represented of eight months subsequent to each semi-an
Per o
ent, James M. Sargent, Charles
Kennebunk Theophilus Somerby,—Robof the memta'q filed of both branches of the by Mr. KcKim, deceased. Gen. Marriot has nual payment, certify to this office a correct
list, containing the name, rank, rate of pen
■'h D. Twombly, Thomas
State Legislre"e
'*
tk«
Buren nartM-----, .
I do
‘es, Berwick, James F.
whigs are \
mas Wentworth, BerB
, rnu
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OR. S. O. RICHARDSON’S BIT
N LOW SPIRITS.—Low spirits is a
TERS, OF SOUTH READING,
certain state of the mind accompanied
MASS.
by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are
HE most safe and effectual family medi
apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and
PITY’S TEAR
cine for diseases which it proposes to
. What falls so sweet on summer’s flowers
the worst consequences imagined. Ancient
cure,
that
has
ever
been"
discovered.
The
As soft, refreshing, tepid showers ?
medical writers supposed this disease to be
different roots and rare plants composing
What bids the bud its sweets exhale,
confined to those particular regions of the ab
this medicine have been collected and pre
Like evening’s mildly whispering gale ?
domen, technically called hypochondria,
pared with gfeat care by Dr. S. O. Richard
Yet sweeter, more delicious far,
son, son and successor of Dr. N. Richardson. which are situated on the right or left side of
And brighter than the brighest star
Decking the intellectual sphere—
The distinguished character of these Bitters, that cavity, whence comes the name hypo
chondriasis.
Is Pity’s meek and balmy tear.
is most striking, their operation being more (
SYMPTOMS.—The common corporeal
or
less
powerful,
according
to
the
violence
of!
What bids despair her arrows hide ?
symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or
the
disease.
When
used
in
appropriate
quan;
What checks affliction’s torturing tide ?
bowels, acrid eructations, costiveness, spas
tity, in cases of slight derangements of the (
What heals the wound of mental pain,
giddiness, dimness, ...
of sight,
stomach and bowels, caused by costiveness , modic
. . pains,
■
- . -■palAnd sooths the fev’rish throbbing brain,
OULD
inform
the
inhabitants
of
Kennebunk
and
vicinity,
or a slight bilious complaint, and the like , P“"1““'8' and often an utter main tty ol bxn.g
And bids the rending soul subside ?
subject ol
of .tnportance
importance
P™ ‘any
•“i »-hject
that he has taken the building in Kennebunk adjoining where nature needsassislar.ee to prevent more the attention “upon
Lulling to rest distrust and fear—
serious consequences, they will scarcely be or engaging n. anything that demands vigor
Soft Pity’s kind and holy tear !
Bryant & Warren’s, Apothecaries, formerly occupied as a Bakefelt ; on the einlrary, in obstinate cases they , °r courage. Also languidness-the mtnd beYet not that Pity form’d to give
House, and has fitted it up in good order for the abovenamed bu operate more powerlul, causing two or three j co"‘e“ “‘'tab e, thoughtful, desponding, melA pang, which bids affliction live ;
evacuatious daily,
dailv. until
until the
the circulating
circolatintr fluid
fluid \ ancholy, and dejected, accompanied With a
siness. CARRYALLS and LIGHT WAGGONS, of any style, evacuations
Not pity that can taunting shew
becomes purified. This accomplished, they ¡total derangement of the nervous system.—
Superior pride untouch’d by wo ;
built
to
order
and
warranted.
act on the system in connection with our | The mental feelings and peculiar train of
Not Pity that with ha ighty srn
—ALSO—
food, receiving mutual assistance until the I ideas that haunt the imagination and over
Consoles—and murde s all the
constitution is restored to a state of health. whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di
But Pity which is for ned to pr
The bond of faith—thi i test of I
This medicine is of such a nature that it may versity. The wisest and best of men are as
be taken any length of time, by invallij‘ ^ nV opt’11 10 this affliction as the weakest.
any age, without injuring the system or ex I TREATMENT.—The principal objects of
PROBATE NOTICES
done at short notice and on the most reasonable terms.
............. t are,
to remove
indigestion
r
-----b .vit —
...
.
r “
i and
posing
to take V«,«.
cold. They preclude the jtreai,ne,lt
ALSO,
necessity in most cases, of using pills, which i strengthen the body, and to enliven the spirAt a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, with
.
P *.
iti? w I > 1i* h imiu It/.» HrnntAtajI kv o v ri rn i
in and for the County of York, on the first SLEIGHS, from* the Trig Buggy down to the old fashioned Fam the public are advised to take in large quan its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear
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